
Instructions for the Frankenstein   
   Family 

Manipulated Photo
  Brooke Bush

I used picmonkey.com (below)to edit my photos. I 
started out by doing there hair. I used there cloning 
icon (to the right)
and also there 
highlight icon (to the
right)

Mothers Hair: I used her hair for a source and 
dragged it above her head. I also used the highlight 
icon to darken her hair except for one strip which i 
highlighted just like frankensteins bride (to the right). 

Before Cloning After cloning

Husbands Hair: I used the sons hair as a 
source and smoothed it out in the shape of a 
square just like frankenstein himself.

Before Cloning After Cloning

Boys Hair: I sourced the dark part of his hair 
to shape the v on his head and also to 
smooth out the top to make it look like 
Dracula's hair.

Before Cloning After Cloning

Hair:



Fathers Face: I used under witches 
theme, coven complexion to make 
his face green which i faded to make 
it more realistic. For his eyes i chose 
under zombie, corpse eye which i 
chose the brown eye and i sized it 
were it looked like his real eye. Since 
his teeth were to white i used under 
witch, tooth decay and i highlighted 
his teeth and it made it look as if he 
has gross teeth

After Coven 
 Complex

For the faces I used the new edition 
they have. Its themes (to the right) 
this includes a variety of themes such 
as witches vampire etc. that can 
create a scary character of your 
choice.

Themes

Before Coven
   Complex

Before Corpse Eye After Corpse Eye

Daughters Hair: I cloned her hair 
and the background behind her to 
make it seem as if she never had a 
bow. I also used the highlight icon to 
change her hair color to both black 
and a white streak to have an old 
feeling.

Before Cloning After Cloning

Before Highlights After Highlights

Face

    Before 
Tooth Decay

    After
Tooth Decay



Mothers Face: I used under zombies the icon 
zombulate which is where it makes your skin look old 
and gross with a single drag. I also used under 
Vampires , fangs which is where i dragged 2 fangs to 
her mouth and faded it to her color of her teeth and 
last but not least under witches i used hag eyes and i 
dragged the pair of eyes to fit were it looked as if it 
was her real eye.

Before Zombluate After Zombulate

  Before Fangs     After Fangs

Sons Face:For the sons face I used 
lip tint to put a dark lipstick instead of 
his light pink lips. I also used both 
corpse eye and coven complexion 
just like the dad to look like he 
inherited it from him.

Before Lip Tint After Lip Tint

Before Hag eyes After Hag eyes
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Girls Face:for the girls eyes I used 
under witches, hag eyes to look as if 
she inherited it from her mother. I 
also used gashes and slashes under 
zombies to make it look as if she has 
a flap of skin. I also used zombulate 
under zombies and dragged it over 
the “flap” of skin to make it look dead. 
To make it look as if she hasn't got 
sleep I used under zombies Zombie 
bruise and highlighted her eye fading 
it to look more realistic.i usedLast but 
not least i put fangs on her to make it 
also look as if she inherited it from 
her mother.
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Background

For the background to eliminate the 
jolly leaves I used under vampires 
night fright which selected the 
graveyard background and 
highlighted the parts i did not want to 
have a grave yard (kind of like an 
eraser of the effect)

Before  Night fright effect

After Night Fright Effect



Before Unedited picture

After Unedited Picture


